
 

FHP Supplemental Questions 

Department Name:  Division:  
Department Chair: Email:  
Faculty Position Requested:   

 

1) Is this position required by a department/discipline that requires regulatory 

compliance or separate, mandated state, federal, or national accreditation 

(e.g. Nursing, Dental Assisting, Dental Hygiene, etc)?  Please document the 

requirement with evidence. (200 points) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Please provide a brief history or context for position proposed. Impact of 

position on program quality and integrity, as well as on student’s needs.  

a. In addition to a brief history, your rationale should include all that 

apply: Certificates, AA Degree, majors, and impact on student success 

and needs. (0-5 points) (250 word max). 

Question 1:  



 

 

 

 

 

 

3) What are your most compelling reasons for this request? Your rational 

should include all that apply: Need identified in annual planning process; 

health safety regulations; enrollment trends; need of full-time position to 

support college priorities; professional standards; difficulty hiring part-time 

faculty, other. (0-5 points) (250 word max). 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 3:  

Question 2:  



Qualitative Rubric for FHP Committee 

5 points: Very high priority (for the college, division and department/program). Request justification is 
well documented and supported by compelling evidence. Impact of not receiving the position would be 
immediate and could jeopardize department/program continuance or college operations. 
 
Justification well 
documented? 

Supported by compelling 
evidence? 

Not receiving the position 
would have immediate 
impact? 

Not filling could jeopardize 
program continuance or 
college operations? 

 
4 points: High priority (for the division and department/program). Request justification is well documented 
and supported by compelling evidence. Impact of not receiving the position would be substantial on the 
department and might eventually jeopardize program continuance, but there would be limited current impact 
on the college. 
 
Justification 
sufficiently 
documented? 

Supported by compelling 
evidence? 

Not receiving the position 
would be substantial on the 
department/ program? 

Not receiving might 
eventually jeopardize 
program continuance? 

 
3 points: Moderate Priority (for the department/program). Request justification is documented and 
supported by evidence. Not receiving the position would result in or continue a negative impact on 
department teaching and operations, but would not jeopardize program continuance. 
 
Justification minimally 
documented? 

Supported by evidence? Not receiving the position 
would result in or continue 
a negative impact on 
teaching/ operations? 

No effect on program 
continuance? 

 
2 points: Low priority (limited current impact on the department/program). Request justification is 
documented and evidence is cited. Not receiving the position would result in or continue a limited, but 
manageable negative impact on department teaching and operations. Strategic plans cannot be implemented 
at this time. 
 
Justification insufficiently 
documented? 

Evidence is cited? Not receiving the position 
would result in or continue 
a manageable negative 
impact on 
teaching/operations? 

Strategic plans cannot be 
implemented at this time. 

 
1 point: lower priority (no current impact on the department/position). Request justification may not be 
clear, and evidence may not be cited. Department will continue to operate normally, but strategic plans will 
not be implemented in the future. 
 
Justification not clear? Evidence will not be cited? No effect on normal 

department operations? 
Strategic plans will not be 
implemented in the future? 

 
0 points:  Lowest priority (no current or future impact on the department). Lacks demonstrated need for the 
position; justification is weak; little evidence is cited, or the evidence contradicts the stated justification. 
Lack of demonstrated need 
for the position? 

Justification is weak? Little evidence is cited? Evidence contradicts the 
justification? 
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